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Background/Motivation
• New ITSoc Magazine and Special Issues (SI) Journal 

discussed at last 3 BoG meetings
− At Chicago Oct. 2016 meeting, strong consensus to move 

forward towards a formal proposal via an ad hoc 
committee

− Simultaneously exploring SI Journal (led by Jeff) and 
Magazine (led by Elza)

• This presentation:
− Review goals for the Magazine 
− Process for establishing a new IEEE journal/magazine
− Motion to submit Letter(s) of Intent to IEEE
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Ad-Hoc Committee Members

Co-Chairs:
• Jeff Andrews, SI Journal
• Elza Erkip, Magazine

Committee Members:
• Rob Calderbank
• Andrew Eckford
• Andrea Montanari
• Vince Poor
• Aylin Yener

Ex-Officio Committee Members:
• Frank Kschischang, Past 

EIC of Trans IT
• Michael Langberg, 

Newsletter Editor
• Prakash Narayan, EIC of 

Trans IT
• Alon Orlitsky, Past President
• Emina Soljanin, 2VP
• Daniela Tuninetti, Treasurer
• Ruediger Urbanke, President
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Rationale for Magazine
• Everybody loves the IT Newsletter but: 

– Only ITSoc members read it
– Not covered by the search engines
– Articles are not cited

• IT Magazine:
– Provide tutorial style papers

• Blend of traditional IT areas and new directions
– Increase visibility of IT 

• Most good magazine papers are well-read and 
cited

– Impact factor and clicks
– Increase value of society membership



Impact Factor
• TransIT: 2.7
• TComm: 4
• TWireless: 2.9
• TransSP: 4.3
• JSAC: 8.1
• JSTSP: 5.3
• CommMag: 10.4
• WirelessMag: 8.9
• SPMag: 9.6



Magazine Contents
• Technical articles

– For a wide audience: Tutorial/overview
– “Hot” topics in core IT and new directions
– Historical perspectives
– Combination of invited/contributed 
– Carefully reviewed

• Columns
– From the newsletter: President, editor in chief, 

historian, student, puzzles, meeting reports etc
– New: Education tips, book reviews, popular IT 

articles, industry perspective etc



Technical Articles
• Focus topics

– Led by a team of guest editors
– Include teams that are not necessarily core-IT
– Combination of invited teams and selections from 

the open call
• Selected articles 

– Continue to invite  articles on the Shannon lecture 
and ISIT/ITW plenary talks (as in the Newsletter)

– Other invited/contributed articles
• 3-4 articles per issue
• We do not need a focus topic at each issue

– See for ex. SP Magazine



Publication Issues
• Four issues/year
• (Soft) page limits for articles
• Print as well as electronic

– Unlike journals where most people are 
content with the electronic version, a print 
option may be desirable for a magazine

– Cost may be an issue



Editorial Board

• EiC and Executive Editorial Board (2-3 members)
– Appointed by the board

• Team of Senior Editors
– Appointed by the EiC in consultation with the Executive 

Editorial Board 
– Selects/invites focus topics/guest editors
– Oversees guest editor review process
– Coordinates review of other articles; initiates invitations

• Column Editors
– Appointed by the EiC in consultation with the Executive 

Editorial Board 



Accessibility

• Available on Xplore
• Push Table of Contents by e-mail to 

ITSoc members (like we do for Trans 
IT)

• Link on ITSoc web site
• Make the current issue available on 

ITSoc web site
– SP does this, not clear what IEEE rules are



How Much More Effort Than the 
Newsletter?

• Bigger and more active editorial board
– New: Team of Senior Editors
– EiC and Senior Editors need to be proactive in getting top 

authors (within and outside core-IT) to contribute

• More participation from the community
– Contribute articles, organize focus issues, review papers
– Especially in initial phases:  Need top senior authors and 

well-established research teams 
– Motivation: Well-read, well-cited articles

• More staff support
– Editorial assistant, promotion etc



Financial Impact
• Important factors:

– Cost of electronic production, design, printing and delivery
– Advertising revenue
– Revenue from subscriptions (libraries)
– Revenue from Xplore

• Some figures from IEEE System, Man and 
Cybernetics Magazine (Appendix)
– Similar to IT: Turned a successful newsletter into a 

magazine
– Launched 2015, figures from Phase 2 proposal
– Figures show that in three years, deficit becomes minimal

• In the process of getting corresponding numbers for 
ITSoc



Process for Establishing a New 
IEEE Journal/Magazine

1. Letter of Intent (LOI) sent to IEEE TAB Periodicals Committee
– Very simple, one page
– Title, launch date, scope, sponsoring society(ies)
– There may be a required (short) presentation to a TAB meeting 

after the LOI is submitted
2. Phase I Proposal

– About 15 pages, justifies need/demand, explores overlap with 
existing IEEE and non-IEEE periodicals

– Clarifies electronic vs. print, estimated page count, page charges, 
other little details

– Presented to TAB board, IEEE does a feasibility analysis, and 
other societies may try to get a “piece” of the journal

3. Phase II Proposal
– Phase I + a bunch of Appendices with more detailed marketing & 

financial analysis, results of reader and EIC surveys, etc.
– Final oral proposal and (presumably) approval
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Proposed “Letter of Intent”
• Title: “IEEE Information Theory Magazine”
• Launch: End of 2018/Early 2019
• Sponsoring Society: ITSoc 100%
• Rationale: Turn the successful society 

newsletter into a magazine
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Two Proposed Motions to 
BoG

• ITSoc should submit an LOI for a 
Magazine to IEEE 
– This would start the process, and not 

prejudge later motions to move forward 
with Phase I and Phase II proposals

• Authorize reimbursement of reasonable 
travel expenses for in-person 
presentations at the necessary TAB 
meetings
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Appendix



IEEE System, Man and Cybernetics 
Magazine Phase II Proposal




